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The study of the p-modular absolutely irreducible representations of the 
finite Chevalley groups has been made fruitfully by various authors. These 
representations for the group SL(2, p”) h ave been constructed by Brauer and 
Nesbitt as early as 1941 (see [2]). Later, based on the “lifting process” used 
by Curtis [3], Steinberg [ll] showed that the irreducible representations of 
a semisimple linear algebraic group over an algebraically closed field of 
characteristicp > 0 can be obtained by means of the twisted tensor products, 
and in particular this yields all the irreducible representations of a finite 
Chevalley group. 
Thus one has a fairly satisfactory construction of the irreducible modules 
of a finite Chevalley group. However, no such construction seems to have been 
achieved for the principal indecomposable modules (PIM’s, in short). Even 
the dimensions of the PIM’s are not known, except in the case of SL(2,p”), 
where we have the table of principal characters as given by Bhama Srinivasan 
in [lo] (it may be mentioned that the dimensions of the PIM’s of the u- 
algebra of the corresponding Lie algebra have been determined recently by 
Humphreys [7]). In this paper an attempt is made to construct the PIM’s in 
the simplest case, namely the group of type A, . We construct certain modules 
RK , where K is an algebraically closed field of characteristic p > 0 for the 
group algebra K[G,] of the group GK = X(2, K) and prove that these 
modules when considered as modules over the group algebra K[G,](G, = 
SL(2,p)) are projective. Then we prove that the “twisted tensor product” 
of these modules (with one exception, where we take a suitable quotient of a 
tensor product module) can be taken as a full set of nonisomorphic PIM’s for 
the group G, = SL(2, q), (q = p”). 
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1. PRINCIPAL CHARACTERS OF THE GROUP SL(2,q) 
We will use GK to denote the group SL(2, K) of all nonsingular 2 >: 2 
matrices of determinant 1 with entries in a field K of fixed characteristic 
p > 0. Writing K(q) for the subfield of K of order q, for each power 
q = pyn = 1, 2, . ..). we identify G, with the subgroup GKcv) of 6,. All 
modules (representations) considered will be unitary left K[G]-modules 
(where G = GK or G,) taking the field to be algebraically closed. 
It is an elementary and classical fact that for 0 < Y < p - 1 the symmetric 
rth power of the natural 2-dimensional representation of G, has dimension 
r + 1 and is irreducible; we will denote it by 17r,g, and these exhaust all the 
irreducible modules of K[G,]. 
hbw let r denote the vector (yO, r, ,..., r,-r) where the ri are nonnegative 
integers ranging between 0 and p - 1. Then the q nonisomorphic irreducible 
qG,J modules are given by the tensor product 
where Vei *‘i I( is the K[GJ-module obtained from bITi ~ corresponding to the 
automorphism 8” of K(q) given by Bi: t ++ t”’ (t E K(q)j(see Brauer and Nesbitt 
[2] and Steinberg [ll]). 
By a PIM of G, we shall mean a principal indecomposable module of 
K[G,] (i.e., an indecomposable direct summand of the left regular module 
KEG,]). It is well known that each PIM has a unique irreducible quotient, 
and that this sets up a one-to-one correspondence between the isomorphism 
classes of the PIM’s and those of the irreducibles. Let U,,, be the PIM corre- 
sponding to 17r,K . From the table of principal characters (i.e., the characters 
of the principal indecomposable representations) for G, given by Bhama 
Srinivasan in [lo], we get the dimensions of the U,,, as follows: 
dim Ua g , = (2” - l)q, (0 = (0, o,..., 0)); 
dim U,,, = 2tizq, 
cr+w 
where m is the number of pi + p - 1. 
(We remark that the explicit construction of these Ur,K’~ owes much to the 
knowledge of their dimensions, and in fact to the principal characters them- 
selves. Later, we are able to arrive at the desired results independently by a 
simple dimension counting argument pointed out by D.N. Verma.) 
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2. ADMISSIBLE Z-FORMS AND REPRESENTATIONS OF GK 
Let 9 be the 3-dimensional simple Lie algebra over the complex field C 
with the standard basis e, f, h and with the multiplications given by [ef] = k, 
[he] = 2e, [/zj] = -2f. The fact that the structure constants are all integers 
shows that the Z-module generated by e, f, h is closed to multiplication, and 
so is a B-form of 9 (see [ 1, p. A-31). 
Let % be the universal enveloping algebra of 9. Then ([12], Theorem 2 
or [l], Section 1) the subring @z of % which is generated by the elements 
er fr 
yj- , J- (T E z+ = (0, 1, 2 ,... }) 
is a B-form of 9, i.e., @r is a subring of & which has an additive basis which 
is also a basis of @ as a @-space. Moreover if we identify 9 in the natural 
way as a subspace of 05, then pz _C %x . 
Let (V, r) be a finitely generated (left) -F-module where m is the corre- 
sponding representation. Then (V, n)(or V, in short) can be regarded naturally 
as a %-module. An additive subgroup V, of V is called an admissible Z-form 
of V if the following two conditions are satisfied 
(1) V, has an additive basis {mi 1 i E I}(1 . IS a suitable index set) which 
is also a basis of V as C-space, and 
(2) V, is stable under the action of az . 
Condition (2) is clearly equivalent to 
(eT/r!) v E V, and (fT/y!)vEVz forall rEH+,vEVz. (2.1) 
Steinberg has shown ([12, p. 171 or [l, Proposition 2.41) that every finite- 
dimensional 5?-module V has at least one admissible Z-form V, . 
Now let K be any field, and write V, = Vz @ K. VK can be regarded as a 
K-space in the natural way, and has as basis the set of elements rnipK = 
mi @ lK(i EI), where 1, is the identity element of K. We shall show how 
VK can be made into a K[G,I-module where GK = SL(2, K). This construc- 
tion is due to Chevalley; see [12, p. 211 or [l, Section 31. 
We construct two linear automorphisms x(t), ~(t)(t E K) of V, by defining 
(2.2) 
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Notice that the right hand expressions are well defined, by (2. l), and by the 
fact that er, fr both annihilate V, for sufficiently large T (see the references 
above). One may use the notation, which is suggested by these expressions, 
Z(t) = exp. t+e), y(t) = exp. tr(f). 
The subgroup G,,, of GL( V,) which is generated by all the x(t), y(t)(t E K), 
is the Clzeualley group associated zuith V and K. There is a unique homo- 
morphism from GK = SL(2, K) onto G,,, which takes x(t) t+%(t), 
y(t) H r(t) for all t E K, where 
Jr(t) = (:, f,? Y(t) = (; yj. 
We use this homomorphism to define a K-linear action of G, on VK, hence 
to make VK into a K[G,]-module, 
forallvEVr, tEK. 
We can also describe the action on VX of the subgroup H, of GK , which 
consists of all diagonal matrices h(t) = (t fLk)(t E K”). Namely if h is a 
weight of 9 then 
h(t)(v @ lK) = @‘“‘(a @ lK), (2.4) 
for all z, E Vn,K = (VA n Vz) @ K where V,% is the weight space of V corre- 
sponding to h (see [12, p. 271 or [I, Section 3.21). 
3. IRREDUCIBLE REPRESENTATIONS OF SL(2,K) 
Let s E Zf, and let V, be an irreducible P-module of dimension s + 1, 
with highest vector m, and highest weight h(h) = s. Then the vectors mi = 
(p/i!) m&O < i < s) form a basis of V, (see [Ill, p. 41). The action of %! 
on Vs is given by 
em, = 0, emi = (s - i + 1) rniel (1 < i < s), 
fm, = 0, fmi = (i + 1) ?~z~+r (0 < i < s - l), 
hmi = (s - 29 mi (0 < i < s). 
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If we make the convention that m, is defined for all i E Z, and that mi = 0 
if either i < 0 or if i > s, then we can give the action of u on I/, by 
em~=(s-i++)7~~,fm~=(i+1)~itii.~ (3.1) 
for all i E Z. 
It follows at once that for all Y E Zf <and all i E Z 
er -T,t. = s--ify 




( 1 i mi+,. 
(3.2) 
Hence the additive subgroup V,,, generated by m, ,..., m, is an admissible 
H-form of Vs . By the formulae (2.3), (2.4) we have, for the action defining 
the K[G,]-module V,,, = r/,,, @ K, 
+) mi,K = $0 (;I;) 
ti-&. 3.K) 
(3.3) 
y(t) ?ni,K = i (j) ti-imj,K, 
j=i 
for all t E K, iEZ, 
for all t E K*, i E Z. 
h(t) mi,K = ts--2imi,K (3.4) 
It is easy to see, as we mentioned earlier, that the representation afforded 
by V,,, is equivalent to the sth symmetric power of the natural representation 
of GK . From now on we take K to be an algebraically closed field of charac- 
teristic p > 0, and write K(p) for the subfield of K of order 4, for each power 
q = p”(n = 1,2,...). We identify G, with the subgroup G,(,) of GK . In 
particular, the restrictions to G, of the K[GJ-modules 
If 0.K 3 v,,, >--., v,-,,K 
give a full set of irreducible K[G,]-modules; see Section 2. 
(3.5) 
4. CONSTRUCTION OF THE KIGK]-Mo~u~~ RK 
Chooser~Ewith1,<I.~p.Let(vi/O~i,(r-l1),(eojIO~j~p-l} 
be the basis of the irreducible P-modules V7-, , l/,-r which correspond to 
the basis {mi} of V, described above. 
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Now consider the tensor product T/‘,-, @ VP-, (0 means @c). This is 
a C-space of dimension rp, and as a basis of V,-, @ Vvml can be taken 
v)i @ wj (i = 0, l,..., 1’ - 1;j = 0, I)..., p - 1). (4.1) 
VrMl @ V,-, can be made into an A?-module by the action 
I(21 @ w) = Iv @ w + v @ lw (I E 9, v E v,.-, > w E V&. 
It is clear that (4.lj form an additive basis of V-,,z @ 5’a-l,z and that this 
is an admissible Z-form of VT-, @ V,-, . The corresponding K[G,]-module 
(P7r-,,z @ VD’,_,,,) @ K can be identified with 
GK acting by the usual “diagonal action” 
g@ @I w) = g-v Ogw (g E GK , v E 7f,.-1,K , w E VD-&. 
Write ~1%~ = vi @ zui , for all i, j E Z, with the convention (as in Section 3) 
thatvi=Oifi<Oori>r-landwj=Oifj<Oorj>p-l.Consider 
the @-space P, = P in VVr’,-r @ T/6-, generated by the p + P - 1 vectors 
E 5 , where 
E, = c yjj (0 < s <p + I’ - 2). 
iti=s 
For convenience we shall write P instead of P,. throughout the rest of this 
section. 
LEMm4 4.2. (i) P is an A?-submodule of Pyrpl @ I/,-, , and is isomorp-phic 
to vD+r-z . 
(ii) The additive subgroup Pz generated by E, ,..,? ED,,.-, is an admissible 
Z-form of P, and Pz is isomorphic as ~~z-module to VDir-s,Z . 
(iii) PK = Pz @ K is isomorphic, as K[G,]-module, to V,,,.-,, . 
Proof. By direct calculation 
e . E, = ( p + T - s - 1) ES-l , fE, = (s + 1) E,?+> 
for all s E Z (notice E, = 0, if s < 0 or s > p + T - 2); (i) and (ii) follow 
at once by comparison with (3.l)(replacing s in (3.1) by p + 7 - 2). Then 
(iii) is also immediate. 
Remark 4.3. One can check that Pz = P n (V,.--l,h @ V,-,,z) and 
hence PK can be identified with a submodule of Vr-l,K @ VD-l,l;. However 
we do not need this in the sequel. (See Remark I at the end.) 
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For the rest of this section, we assume 1 < r < p. Our next step is to 
construct a subspace R, in V,-, @ V,-, containing P, which is an 
P-module, and whose dimension is 2p. Again we drop the suffix Y in 
R, throughout this section. 
First, we would like to find a vector 
z = &YO,T-1 + ~,y1,,-2 + ..’ + LlYT-1.0 VJi EZ) 
in VT-, 0 V,-, with the following properties 
(i) Z 6 P, 
(ii) eZ = c . Erps , where c = +(Y - l)!, and 
(iii) hZ = (p - r)Z. (4.4) 
Condition (iii) is trivially satisfied for any 2 in the form as above, since the 
vectors Yo,r-l , Yl,r--2 ,--, yr-l,o have the same weight. We will show that we 
can choose scalars 6,) b, ,..., b,-, such that the conditions (i) and (ii) are 
satisfied for the corresponding element Z. In fact, 
eZ = Y~,,-&~(P - r + 1) + 4(~ - 1)) 
+ Y1,r--3@l(P - y + 2) + w - 2)) 
+ ... 
+ Yr--3,iLdP - 2) + h-2 .a 
+ Yr-,,o~L(P - 1) + h-1). 
If condition (ii) is to be satisfied for any value of c, the coefficients of all 
the terms must be the same. This gives that 
pb,-((r-1)(6,-&) =pb,-((r-2)(b,-ZJs) = ... 
= pb,-, - 1 . (b,-s - b,,). (4.5) 
Noticing that we have assumed that Y > 1, we verify that (4.5) has a solution, 
for arbitrary b, , b, , with the remaining b,(i = 2, 3,..., Y - 1) uniquely 
determined by 
,._,i+l=(--l)“(P--+11)~~~(P-~+~)(60-~l)(i=0 1 2. (r - 2) ... (r - i - 1) 3 ,***, r - 2). 
(4.6) 
So if we take b, = 0, and 6, - 6, = -(r - 2)!, we shall get a solution of 
(4.5) with all the bi E Z, and satisfying (ii). Since 6, - b, # 0, we also have (i). 
From now on, we shall take b, , b, ,..., 6,+, as above. 
Next consider the 9-submodule R of Vr-, @ IJDel generated by the 
g-module P and the vector Z. We proceed to prove the following 
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THEOREM 4.7. (i) Let & = (y/i!)2 (i = 0, l,...). Then the set of vectors 
&I(= Z), Zl ,*a., Z,-, together with E0 , El ,..., E,,,-, forms a basis for R as 
C-space. Hence dim R = 2p. 
(ii) The additive subgroup Rz generated by the same vectors is an admis- 
sible U-form of R. 
(iii) Z I;-,r+l = ((f “++‘)j(p - I’ + 1) !)Z = d . E, where 
d = (p - I)(p - 2) ... (p - I’ + 2). 
(iv) PK = Pz @ K can be identi$ed with a K[G,]-submodule of R, = 
Rz OK. H’ith this identzjkation, Iz,jP, z VD-r,K. 
Proof. By an easy induction argument, which uses only property (4.4) 
(iii) of Z, we find, for all i > 1, 
and 
lzZi = (p - Y - 2i) Zi , (4.8) 
eZ, = (p - r - i + 1) Ziel + (fi/i!)(eZ). (4.9) 
Putting i = p - r + 1 in (4.9), and using (4.4) (ii), we have 
e-Z,-,,1 = (p ‘“I”; l>! - CL 9 where c = (r - l)!, 
P--l 
= P - 2 ‘c’ EP1 ( ) 
= (Y - l)(p - l)(p - 2) ..* (p - y + 2) E,-1. (4.10) 
On the other hand, it follows from the definition of Z that 
z,-,+, = ClYl,,-1 + .*. + CT-1 Yf-La-r+1 
for some cl , . . . , c,-~ E @ (note yO,p = 0). From this we find 
&-i-+1 = Cl[(Y - 1) YU,P1 + YL-21 
+ C2[(~ - 2) YLO-2 + 2 ’ Y2.P-31 
+ .-- 
+ C,-1[YT--Z,e--r+-l + (y - 11 Yr-1,.-J 
Comparing this with (4.10) we soon find that 
Cl zzz Q = ... = c,-1 = (p - l)(p - 2) .‘. (p - r + 2), 
which proves part (iii) of the theorem. 
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Since eZ E Pz , and since Pz admits @r , (4.9) gives 
e . Zi = (p - r - i + 1) Z,-r mod Pz(i = 1,2 ,... ). 
We have also just proved 
(4.11) 
Z 9-r+l = 0 mod Pz . 
Hence RIP is an 2-module, generated by a nonzero element Z + P of 
weight p - r, such that (f”-r+l/(p - Y + l)!)(Z + P) = 0 + P and 
e(Z + P) = 0 + P. It follows that R/P is isomorphic to the irreducible 
5?-module V,-, , and that the cosets Z,, + P,..., Z,+ + P form a basis 
of R/P. This proves (i). 
To prove (ii), it is enough, in view of Lemma 4.2, to prove 
(e’/r!) Zi E (’ - ‘) Zip,. mod Pz , 
Y 
and 
(T/Y!) Zi = f ’ ‘, + ‘) Zi+l mod Pz , 
for all r EZ+, and i = 0, l,..., p - 1 (we take Zi = 0 if i < 0). This follows 
directly from (4.11) and the equations fZi = (; + 1) Z,+r , in the same way 
as (3.2) follows from (3.1). 
Finally it is now clear that there is an exact sequence of %x-modules 
O-P,:R$ V-l,z+O, 
where i is the inclusion and 4 is the map which takes Pz to 0 and Zi to 
mi(i = 0, l,...,p - Y), using the basis (fni} of V,-, , as given in Section 3, 
(with s = p - r). It is immediate that if we tensor this with K, we get an 
exact sequence of K[G,]-modules 
this proves (iv) and complet.es the proof of Theorem 4.7. 
5. PROJECTIVITY OF THE K[GJ-MODULE RK 
At this stage, the author originally proved, by a rather lengthy process, 
that PK is the unique maximal K[G,]-submodule of RK. But the following 
elegant theorem, which is due to J.A. Green, avoids these calculations and 
helps us to land directly at the crucial Theorem 6.4 in the next section. 
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THEOREM 5.1. Take 1 < r ,< p a& R = R, as in Section 4. Then RK , 
regarded as K[G,] -module, is projective. 
We prove thi s b y means of two lemmas (both well known). 
LEMMA 5.2. (see [5] or [6]). Let A be a jinite group and I3 any p-syl@w 
subgrozcp of A. Let &I be a K[A]-module such that 144~ is a f%ee K[B]-module. 
Thex M is projective. 
LEMMA 5.3. (see [9]). Let B be a $nite p-group, and let IJ = CbeB b, a71 
element of K[B]. Let m, ,..., m, be elements of a K[B]-module 34, such that 
ml ,.‘a, am, are linearly independent over K. Then ma I...) q. are linearly 
independent over K[B]. In particular ;f dim M = rpb, where pb = ( 3 [, the?z 
M is a free K[B]-module. 
So to prove Theorem 5.1, it is enough to prove that when we regard RK 
as K[B]-module, B being any given Sylow p-subgroup of G, , we can find 
elements ml , m, of Iz, such that 0% , ama are linearly independent over K. 
Take B = ( y(t)( t E K(p)), so that for any m E Rz , 
By elementary algebra, one verifies Q, = 0, and if Y > 0 then 
1 0 17r= -1 if p-lfr, if p--Ii. 
Hence 
a(nz @ lK) = _ C fntp-l’ 
n>o HP - 1)Y 
rn@lK. (5.4) 
Now take nzr = E, @ lK and mg = Z @ 1,. Using (4.2), (4.7), (5.4), we get 
m, = - E,-, 0 lx - E,,-, 0 1K , 
urn2 = - (p + l)(p + 2) ... (p + r - 2) EBfr-a @ lK. 
These are independent over K, and this proves the theorem. 
We make an observation here for later use. If z is any nonzero element 
of K, write B, = ( y(tz)l t E K(p)}. Then by a trivial modification of the 
argument above, we find RK is free, regarded as a K[B,]-module. 
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6. PRINCIPAL INDECOMPOSABLE MODULES FOR K[G,I 
From this point on, we do not need the complex Z-modules V, , P,. , R, 
any more, but just the K[G,]-modules which were constructed from them. 
So to simplify notation, we shall write henceforth 
and understand that these are the K[G,]-modules constructed above. 
Let 4 = p”(n > I), K(p) is the unique subfield of K of order q, and 
G, = GKtQ) . Then the modules V, , P, , R,< can be regarded as K[G,]- 
modules by restricting from G,- to its subgroup G, . 
We have defined R, only for Y in the range 1 < Y < p. We now define RI 
to be the projective, irreducible K[GJ-module V,-, , of dimension p. 
Our next step is to construct certain other K[G,1-modules starting from 
the p basic modules R,(l < r < p) by using the “twisted tensor products”. 
Let Rrk stand for the K[G,]-module R,( I < r < p) that we have described 
above. The automorphism P of K given by 19~ : t M tpP(k = 0, 1, 2,...) 
gives rise to an automorphism of GK taking x(t) to x(P~) and y(t) to y(t”“). 
Thus given a K[G,]-module Rrk we get another K[G,]-module denoted 
by R8,: , the action being given by 
and extending this to K[G,] by linearity. Likewise, let PFr be the submodule 
of RF: obtained from PTk by this “twisted action.” 
Now consider the tensor product 
for each r E W = {(ra , r, ,..., ~,,-r)1 TV EZ, 1 < rx < p, k = 0, l,..., n - l}. 
R, is clearly a K[G,]-module of dimension 2mp’“, where m is the number 
of Pk # 1. 
LEMWA 6.1. R, is a projectizle K[G&nodule, for all r E 2. 
Proof. By Lemma 5.2, it is enough to prove that R, is free, as a K[B]- 
module, where B is any given Sylow p-subgroup of G, . Take 
B = i y(t)1 t E K(q)). 
It is well known that K(q) has a “normal basis” over K(p), i.e., there exists 
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2: E K(q) such that x, 3,..., xS”-’ form a basis of K(q) over K(p). Now if we 
put B, = ( y(tx)l t E K(p)}, we find at once 
B = BZ x Bgo x ..a x BzOn--l. 
By (5.5), each RTk is free, as K[B,]-module, (it can easily be verified that R, 
is a free K[B]-module) and hence Rro @ Rf, @ ... @ Rf”‘: is a free K[B]- 
module, as required. 
Now let P, be the K[G,]-submodule of R, given by 
Then R,iP, , as a K[G,]-module, is isomorphic to 
which, by Theorem 4.7 (iv) is isomorphic to 
Since V,-,k is irreducible, it is clear that Ci~~,,(O < k < n - 1) is also 
irreducible; hence by Steinberg’s tensor product theorem (see [II], p. 42), 
the K[G,]-module V,-rO @ I’ipT1 @ ... @ V~-~~z:?_, is irreducible, and is 
denoted by 17D-r . 
Next let R, and R,’ be two K[G,]-modules given by the ordered sets 
r = (r. , PI )...) ~.,-r) and r’ = (Y,,’ , ri’,..., ril-r) in 9? respectively and let 
V, and r,, be the corresponding irreducible K[G,]-modules. Then by the 
same theorem of Steinberg, I’; and Ti,, will be K[G,,]-isomorphic if and 
only if ri = I.:, for each i. Hence R, and R,, will be KfGJ-isomorphic if and 
only if yi == I.~’ for each i. 
For r E Z3 let U, denote the PIM of G, with unique irreducible quotient I/, . 
THEOREM 6.2. Suppose r E%? and r + (p,p,...,p). Then thePe exists a 
surjective K[G,]-module homomorphism Y, from R, onto Up-, . 
Proof. 
R 
Let p, y be surjective homomorphisms from U,-, , R, , respectively, onto 
I-D-r . Since R, is projective, there exists Y : R, + U,-, such that /3U = y. 
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Since /3 maps Y((R,) onto &‘,-r = ,8( U,-,), it follows that Y((R,) + Ker /3 = 
U,-, . Since Ker p is the unique maximal submodule of U,-, , this implies 
qR*) = q-r > i.e., Y = Yr is surjective. 
THEOREM 6.3. Write q = (p,p,...,p). Then R,, has a K[G,J-submodule Q 
of dimension q, which is projective. There exists a surjective K[G&nodule 
homomorphism ‘y, from RJQ onto U, . 
Proof. For k = 0, l,..., n - 1, let Ej’) stand for the elements Ei in the 
K[GJ-module Rr (i.e., b . Eik) = g@l”E, g E G,). Then the element 
Let Q denote the K[G,]-submodule generated by E*. We claim that 
dimQ = q. 
In fact, write 
Q-l 
y(t) E" = c t""Em*(t 6 K(q), Em" E R,), 
tn=O 
which belongs to Q. Multiplying the above by t-mm, substituting for t the 
q - 1 nonzero elements of K(q) and adding up, we get that E.nl * E Q for each 
m. It is easy to see that the E,* are all non-zero, distinct and linearly inde- 
pendent. Next we prove that the K(q)-space S spanned by the E,,* is actually 
a K[G,]-module, and since E,,” = I?* E S, it follows that S = Q. 
Finally we prove that the module QZe , where B = {y(t)] t E K(q)} is a free 
K[B]-module. In fact, QB = K[B] . E* = K[B]/OG as a K[B]-module, 
where GZ is the annihilator of E*. But since dim Q, = q = 1 B 1, it follows 
that GZ = 0, and hence ,QB is free. 
The proof of the last statement is carried over verbatim as in Theorem 6.2, 
replacing R, , vi-, and U,-, by R,JQ, S’,, , and U, , respectively. 
THEOREM 6.4. The modules RR,(r ~9, r f q) and Rq/Q are all the q 
nonisomorphic PI&l’s for the group Gq = SL(2, q). 
(As the dimensions of Rr(r fq) and R&l and the dimensions of Up-Jr f0) 
and U, as given in [lo] respectively are the same, it is immediately seen that 
the surjective module homomorphisms Yr and Ya obtained in Theorems 6.2 
and 6.3 respectively are isomorphisms. The proof given below is, on the 
other hand, based on an interesting dimension counting argument suggested 
by D.N. Verma which avoids the use of the dimensions of the PIM’s.) 
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Proof. Let u, denote the dimensions of the PIM 
q-r = Q-,.0 ;.., l)--Tn-,,(l G ri d P) 
and zr , the dimensions of the corresponding irreducible modules VD-r I 
(It is known that U, = nT:i (p - yi + 1)). Since the module homorphisms 
Yr from R, to Up-, in Theorem 6.2, and Y’,, from R,/Q to U0 in Theorem 6.3 
are surjective, it follows that u, < 2”q(l < ri < p) r f (p, p,...: p), where 
m is the number of ri f 1, and thus uq < (2” - 1)q. Then by a well known 
theorem on the multiplicities of the PIM’s in the regular representation 
of G, (see e.g., [4, p. 591]), we get that 
q(q2 - 1) = 2 24, nil (p - Pi + 1) 
ri=l i=ll 
= q($ - 1) (by actual computation). 
Hence ziq = (2” - l)q and zl,(r # (p,...,~)) = 2”q, and hence Y,, and lu, 
are isomorphisms. Hence the theorem. 
Remark 1. The author originally obtained the above construction of the 
PINi’s of K[G,] using the representations of the restricted Lie algebra 
L = Zz @ K of 9, equivalently, of the representations of the restricted 
universal enveloping algebra (u-algebra) U of L. One can show that the 
modules I/ri,K (0 < i < p - I), can be made into restricted U-modules and 
that these are irreducible left K[G,]-modules as well (see e.g., Curtis [3]). 
A U-submodule RK of 17rr--1,K @ V7D--1,K was constructed in the same way as 
the module R of Vr-i @ I;,-, was obtained in Section 4. Then it was proved 
that R, is a (suitable) PIM for KEG,]. The only difference was that the author 
proved straightaway that the K[G,]-submodule P, (the anatogue of PK in 
our construction) is the unique maximal submodule of R, ; this proof was 
rather laborious, particularly in the general tensor product form. 
However, we get back the module i& in the following sense. The module 
R, can actually be identified with a submoduIe of 17r--1,K @ I-,-,,, . For this 
it is enaugh to verify that 
& = R n (K-l,z 0 v,-l,z>. 
This can be verified directly by using the fact that for each i, 0 < i < 
p + r - 2, and for eachj, 0 <i < p - r, the sets of integers involved in the 
expressions of Ei and Zi have g.c.d. 1 (see 4.3 and 4.6). 
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Remark 2. Recently J. E. Humphreys used some of his general theory 
in his paper [7], to show that the K[G,], or U-modules Kr,_, @ TTD-l (which 
are projective) contain direct summands which must be equivalent to the R, 
which we have constructed. This is of course natural to expect, after we have 
identified RK with a submodule of Vr--1,K @ Vp-l,K and remembering that RK 
is a projective (and hence injective) K[G,]-module. 
Remark 3. Another interesting fact is that the 2p-dimensional modules 
Ii,. , 1 < Y < p, are actually PIM’s for the u-algebra U too; one can verify this 
directly or see J. E. Humphreys [8], where he proves that, the U-modules 
VT-, @I v,-, ) as in the case of the group algebra module, are projective. 
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